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I Editor’s Comment II -.-~-.___-..~~--~~----- 
This issue has an extra 4 pages and yet I have still had to 
leave a number of articles and letters over to the next Journal. 
This is a very encouraging state of affairs and shows a growing 
interest in the Guild. Nevertheless, having asked/begged/cncour- 
aged members to contribute, it will be discouraging if they 
have to wait a long time to see their efforts in print. I 
hope, therefore, that the committee will soon be able to give 
the go-ahead for a further increase. 

The Federation of Family History Societies had recently to 
increase its subscriptions to keep pace with its growth and rising 
costs. The increase was fully justified but it has meant that 
the cost of Ordinary membership for a society with less than 
200 members has risen to E25 and this has forced several One- 
Name Societies to resign. I have received quite a lot of comment 
about this, both by letter and verbally, and the question upper- 
most in their minds seems to be where do they go now? They 
cannot afford to belong to the Ferderation and there is no 
provision for a Society to belong to the Guild. 

Who, then, is now going to look after the interests of One- 
Name Societies (which are growing in number) and to what organ- 
isation can they belong which will provide a forum for them 
to meet or correspond, exchange ideas etc? 

The only reference to the fact that a Guild member runs a family 
organisation is the inclusion of the letters A or B after his 
or her name in the Register, no details are given of ~the name 
of the Society (in lots of cases not the name of the member), 
its subscription, meetings, journal etc. 

The original suggestion in 1974, when the Federation was consider- 
ing making all One-Name Societies Associate Members and thus 
depriving them of a vote, was to form an 'Association of One- 
Name Societies'. They now seem to fall between two stools, 
they cannot afford to belong to one organisation and cannot join 
the other, will they now be forced to form such a special 
grouping to represwt their special interests or is it time 
the Guild took another look at its organisation to see if 
it can help them? 

As a by-product of this situation, they are now also debarred 
from entering for the Elizabeth Simpson Award (an annual competit- 
ion for the best Family History Journal in the Federation). 
I have also received several letters on this subject and members 
have asked why the Guild cannot make a similar award for One- 
Name Journals. I offered to sponsor one some years ago and 
another offer has recently been received but the Guild felt 
it was outside ibs remit as the Societies are not members. 
Again - two stools. 

What do you think? 
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SET-BACK Eunice Wilson ----- 

This is a word cornnon to all family historians of whatever status. 
My first set-back hit me early and has continued to do so. There 
seems to be no-one researching or even curious about my One-Name 
THIRKILLS and THRELKELDS. I produced a newsletter once but 20 
subscribers were not enough to support it and even they reduced 
to ten fairly quickly since the name was not their own but only 
one amony the 8, 16 or 32. With only ten people interested but 
not sufficiently so to contribute articles or ideas - they all 
paid up, bless them - it became a full-time jab full of my own 
ideas: too egotistical. It was too much and ceased publication. 
No-one can do two full-time jobs. That was set- back number one. 

Set-back number two grows out of this and I am sure I am not alone. 
There is no-one to help. Number three is that although I have 
collected the names from anywhere and everywhere - we are all 
walking indexes - in every PRO and local document I can think 
of back to 1180 for THRELKELDS and to 1540 for THIRKILLS I-ELLS 
also): a great many still do not link together accurately. I 
am rtlll ever hopeful - we have to be! 

There have been many well-known historians and genealogists engaged 
on the problem of these families. Only two have produced results 
and I can see why, how and when they gave up. I have not given 
up. One was the novelist Ursula BLOOM's eccentric father, the 
Rev. Harvey BLOOM, who, though unsatisfactory in many other ways, 
was a brilliant genealogist as much of his work at the Society 
of Genealogists can testify. The only book on the THRELKELDS 
- in typescript ms - is his, on the family history shelves. I 
have tracked down the American enquirer for whom he was working 
and the papers he/they put together. Much more is available now 
to me than was to them but the frustration in their letters is 
still with me. Come back Harvey and tell I&Z more, all is forgiven. 
Too late as always: the saddest wards in the English language 
as someme once said. 

Although now engaged in the search for other people's families 
- often equally frustrating - I am in constant hope of finding 
a nugget of gold for myself in their mine but though a couple 
have turned "p, the path only leads back to the same familiar 
forest of metaphorical trees. My reason for becoming a professional 
was neither a seemingly quick way to make a fortune (ha-ha) nor 
even an altruistic intention of helping others, it was that some- 
where in the obscure recesses of someone else's family I might 
find a few more of my own. In the two cases that in ten years 
did untwer a link, the client became a family friend instead 
and all fees were dropped in exchange for swaps. So there is 
little I can contribute to the Guild except patience and enthusiasm 
and pass both these to others who may be in the same situation. 
NevergiVe up hope and don't let others deter you. 
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THRELKELD is a Cumbrian name stemming from heaven knows where 
and taken up by the de THRELKELDS from the village near Penrith 
where they lived. Above it, on either side, are relnains of pre- 
Christian settlements - ye olde Ancient Britons stone circles 
etc., similar to but smaller than Stonehenge. These, I like to 
think, were built by the ancestors of my ancestors as far from 
them as I am from the original de THRELKELOS who, in spite of 
their Norman sounding name, were very much pre-Norman. 'De' is 
not snobbish, it only means 'of', and woe betide he/she who thinks 
it proof of pure blue Norman blood. 

At first, of course, it was the name of the landownw who held 
his land under the GREYSTOKES of Greystoke - a village further 
up the road. Both have variant spellings into which there is 
no need to go here. 

GREYSTOKES became DACRES, DACRES became HDWARDS, and so on into 
the family of the Dukes of Norfolk. I followed these in search 
of clues, for connections suggest that the THRELKELDS continued 
as tenants, or working for the Dukes in some capacity, for a 
considerable time. So they did, until the Wars of the Roses caught 
them on the wrong side. They fell from grace. From being great 
landowners in their own right, as well as lawless Borderers, they 
retired instantly into obscurity and with that my searches become 
very difficult. Younger sons of younger sons became labourers 
while their richer cousins still farmed the Lakeland area - and 
there are examples of both still, though the choice of careers 
widens, as does the area to be searched, as they move south. 
Both were/are reluctant to talk about their ancestry, though some 
have been of great help - they are not consistent. One said that 
he was handier with a plough than a pen - quite poetic. Others 
don't want to know and don't reply - fearful, I suppose, that 
I wil? discover some terrible secret. Little do they know that 
I have already discovered several. 

There & one consistent clue - the name DACRE occurs as a baptismal 
name up to the present day. This one I am pursuing and trying 
to Connect a London branch, which bears it, to its origins. What 
makes it more interesting is that they are nearly all non-conform- 
ists and had to flee, many to America, to Ireland and anywhere 
else to get out of the way. This makes for an international net- 
work which should have produced a successful newsletter, and didn't, 
because, notwithstanding these nonconformists, the name is still 
rare. I sometimes think that they wanted to escape me, their 
historian, too. 

THIRKILL is a Yorkshire name with more diffuse ancestry: less 
localised because of its Scandinavian origin. Both then and now 
it appears in Scandinavia more often than here. Therefore there 
are many branches, not all connected, with no common starting 
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point as with THRELKELD. It was my mother's n~mf and I have taken 
it back, without much difficulty, to 1540 - all in the same place. 
more or less, south and west of Ripon, in one direct line. What 
iS interesting (in this 900th anniversary year of the compilation 
Of Domesday) is that their base - Kirkby Malzeard, Masham, Aldfield 
etc. combine to form their 'cradle' or nest - is the very same 
area covered by the name THIRKILL (of various spellings), the 
great Yorkshire landowner of the Domesday Survey. Is he the same 
as the Warwickshire THIRKILL of Arden from whom Shakespeare is 
descended? What wouldn't I give for proof that both are 'mine'? 

In the days when 10 to 15 children were commonplace and two or 
three wives (or husbands) were even more common than they are 
now there are several lines which have been pursued but refuse 
to connect. One line did, to my confusion. In Yorkshire, early 
in the 16th century, one THRELKELD came from Cumbria and settled 
in the York area. Another came to the Dunkeswick district near 
Harrogate. The former line peters out, via daughters, into other 
families but the latter, by his will clearly coming from Patterdale 
in Cumbria (I have details if wanted) stayed and married into 
the big families of PULLEINES and ROTHERIES. Buried at Harewood, 
did he know he was in THIRKILL country? If not, why are there 
others who change the spelling, back and forth one to the other, 
in the same documents? I won't bother you with dates here, they 
don't serve my purpose yet. 

Another THRELKELO, fleeing from the Jacobite Risings and troubles 
in the Carlisle area, settled on land near Markenfield Hall and 
became some sort of liegeman of Sir Ninian MARKENFIELD to whom 
he was related. He too occasionally spells his name THIRKILL, 
with variants. So is THIRKILL a variant of THRELKELD or vice 
Versa? I had supposed neither, as THRELKELD means Thrall's Well 
and THIRKILL is a Norwegian/Danish first name. Both, however, 
were Vikings, or Norsemen as we cal: them in school history books. 

These are only a few incidents arising from the clerk's familiar 
dilemma of spelling and pronunciation or the illiteracy of the 
owner of the name. Don't be ashamed; illiteracy in those days 
was the common state of all but the educated and there were very 
few of those, even among the nobility. Usually it was the clerk 
or the priest in a village who was the only one who could read 
and write - and if he heard wrongly what was told ta him, the 
speaker could not correct him. 

This, then, is why I pursue both names. They may have been cuckoos 
in each other's nests, or they could have been blood kin. Separate 
now, of course, there are still areas in the north where the final 
consonant is swallowed - you hear it in Geoffrey Smith's gardening 
talks - result, they still sound the same. But if the few people 
who possess the name and still live in the same Domesday area 
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as they have always done are interested enauyh to do sow work 
on it, even fewer show it. Hence, no newsletter. 

So, I am still alone. Pity me, and anyone else in the *me 
situation. HOW we envy your progress! Some setbacks seem permanent 

THEHERITAGE INDEX Meryl Catty 

Begun in 1984, The Heritage Index was originally conceived ar 
an index to personal names appearing in the sale catalogue issued 
monthly by Paper Heritage, a firm specialising in Paper and Vellum 
Ephemera. Items listed in these catalogues include Indentures 
(land and apprenticeship), Obligation Bonds, Manorial Documents 
and Newspapers, together with miscellaneous other items of yeneal- 
ogical interest. 

The scope of the index, which currently contains more than 8000 
entries, has recently been broadened to include names from some 
original documents and newspapers in private hands. It is anticip- 
ated that The Heritage Index will prove of particular interest 
to those engaged in One-Name Studies and many names registered 
by members of the Guild have already been noted. 

In view of its varied nature, the Index may provide a "home" for 
stray items for which no specialist index exists and we would 
welcome any contributions. 

Guild members are invited to submit entries for the index. The 
following categories are particularly welcome : - 

a) NEWSPAPERS : Transportation Lists 
Imprisonment Lists 
Court cases 
Bankrupts 
Births 1 Marriages I lieaths 

b) ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS PRIVATELY OWNED 

Entries, please, on 5" x 3" slips, as shown on opposite page. 
A photocopy of the source material would be appreciated! 

POSTAL ENQUIRIES ONLY to Mrs CATTY. Please enclose a stamped, 
addressed envelope and 3 x 1st rlass stamps for each name (and 
variants) requested. 

Please note that, while every effort has been made to ensure care- 
ful indexing, no responsibility can be accepted for any errors 
that might occur. 
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ABBOT BURGIS GARLAND LINDSAY ROUNDING 
ABRAHAM CALLENDAR GILBERT LINDSEY RlJGG(E) 
ACRES CALLOW GOAD LUPTON RUSHWORTH 
ALLEN CARY GOODALL LYNLL RUSSELL 
ALLIN CAVE HAMBLET MALTBY RYALL(S) 
ARMSTRONG CHADDOCK HASTINGS MANTEL(L) SEAGER 
ASH CHAMBERS HAWKYARD MAR(K)W SEDDON 
AXTELLIAXCELL CHANDLER HERITAGE MARTIN SPILLING 
BADELEY CHENEY HOBSDN McKEAND SWAIL 
BAINES CLIFF(E) HODGKINSON MIDDLEDITCH SWALE 

CLIFFORD HOLBROOK(E) MILNER TATL(O)(U)R 
COGGAN HOPPER MURRAY TEMPLAR 
COOLING HUNTER NEAL(E)(S) TEMPLETON 
CREW(i) IND NEWMAN TENNIE)YSON 

BALL 
BALLARD 
BALL(E)Y(E) 
BARTHROP 
BARRETT 
BAYNES 
BEAVEN 
BENTON 
BILLIALD 
BLACKWELL 
BLAKE 
BLISS 
BOAK(S) 
BOYES 
BRADLEY 
BRETT 
BRIGGS 
BROADHEAD 
BRDDME 
BROWNE 
BROWN(H) 
BRDWN(H)ILL 

DALTDN' JACOB(S) NICKLISS TICKNER 
DAVIDSON JANE PARROTT TOOKE 
DENHAM JEPTICOTT PAYTON TREHE(A)RN 
DENHOLME JOBLIN(G) PERRING TUNNICLIFFE 
DOBSON JOYNES PEYTON WADSWORTH 
EDWARD(E)(S) KIDMAN PHIPSON WALLER 
ELLIOTT KINGSTON(E) PIGGOTT WATTS 
FAIRBANKS KIRBY PIM WEBB 
FALLOWS KIRKBY PITE WILMOT 
FARRER KITCHINER PLATT WINDSON 
FAULK(E)NER KNIGHT PDRRETT WOOOHOUSE 
FELLOW(E)S LARKEN PDYNTZ WOODWARD 
FENWICK LAW PROUDFOOT WRAI(GH)T 
FITZJOHN LEESON REILLY WYNNE 
FREATH(Y) LEGGATT RIDGE 
FREEMAN LEGGETT RILEY 
FROGGDTT LEVER RIX 
GANDY LINGWOOD ROBSON 

4 AlEXandrJ close. Chadwell-S-Mary, craqs, ESSCX' 

SURNAME (Christian Name) DATE 

occupation / address (Year) 

TYPE OF INFORMATION 
(e.g. Indenture/Transportation) 

S/A - CROSS REF. TO OTHERS LINKED 
WITH THIS DOCUMENT 

NAME f DATE / PAGE OF SOURCE 

Surnames registered with the G.O.O.N.S. and listed in 1985 Register 

for which there are entries in The Heritage Index. 
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CELTIC CLANS IN ENGLAND ? Gordon Barlow 

Judging by the response to my earlier article (What Were The O* 
inal Names? Summer 1985 issue), there due many members out there -_ 
who feel uncomfortable with some of the traditional explanations 
of surname origins. Specifically, Celtic surnames authoritatively 
claimed to derive from " the brown-complexioned one" and similar, 
and Anglo-Saxon ones claimed by the same logic to identify people 
by the physical peculiarities of selected remote ancestors 
(CRUIKSHANK~ BROWN, ARMSTRONG etc.). 

There is indeed no proof that the first Messrs. BROWN, WHITE and 
BLACK had those colourings. The only evidence is the names them- 
Wl"F3. If there is no reasonable alternative available, of course 
serious surname researchers must accept these descriptives as 
originating the names. But - and it is a significant "but" - 
could Celtic clan-names provide the missing alternative? Could 
BROWN have begun as ap-ROWAN? 

Could the first Mr GREEN have been McREEN and not a coppersmith 
after all? There is a very fine perceptual difference between 
QUEEN and M'QUEEN, and a very small shift in dialect between 
OUEEN & CRANE or SWAN & SEAN. The British ap prefix (again) 
nu~ows the distance between ATTLEE and BUTLfRGp-ATLEH). CURLEY 
and GIRLE are obvious variants of a single name : could the initial 
letters be degenerated forms of the Irish Mat prefix? - 

As I said in my first article, I have written il whole book devoted 
to this topic and I don't want to give away too many trade secrets! 
However, it is slightly distressing to find so many people perhaps 
riding on the wrong rails in their surnames research. Our contin- 
ental cousins should not necessarily be sought among foreign 
synonyms. They may be there, of course - but also they may not. 
It may be that Guiseppi VERDI is not Joe GREEN but Joe WGRD. 
It is not unreasonable to speculate that all three surnames ('VERDI, 
GREEN, WARD) derived from Celtic clan-names; no firm proof will 
ever be found either for or against. 

The strongest evidence against is traditional belief. From Hero- 
dotus and Pliny down to Reaney and the Oxford Dictionaries, the 
authorities have told us that names derive from ordinary words. 
It may be presumptuous to question these (or any other) authorities 
but investigation shows their evidence to be no stronger than 
the evidence for Adam and Eve. 

As surnames researchers we owe it to our young science to question 
all handed-down options. We ought not to take it on trust, or 
be too respectful to doubt, that the first Mr SMALL was a small 
man, or the first Mr BROWN was brown where his neighbours were 
not.How do we know, really, that they were remarkably small and 
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brown? How can we ever know? We don't: and we can't. Let's 
think again. 

lCordon mrlo", P.O.DOX 1193. cayman Islands, 

THE BAYLEYS OF MANCHESTER & HOPE IN PENDLETON 

Collaterals of Clive - 1 Stanley W.Clives 

This tale must commence with 'Old James BAYLEY ', so called to 
difference him from his younger son and because he was a familiar 
elder amongst the Merchants within the growing metropolis of 
Manchester. The 1745 Rebellion saw Charles Edward Stuart, the 
Young Pretender, entering Manchester with his army to a somewhat 
mixed reception as, despite the area being notable for its higher 
than average support for the Jacobite cause, it also had an in- 
creasing number of non-conformists and Counties to its south- 
east were fast becoming known as a haven for dissenters. After 
entering Manchester at the head of his followers, the Pretender 
was soon to learn of the strong threatening force to the East 
and, in an attempt to destroy this, marched through Cheshire in 
full strength to enjoin in battle at Derby. His fortunes here, 
however, waxed pale and the ensuing retreat led back through 
Manchester. 

On return to the town, and needing money to sustain his campaign, 
his orders led to the seizure far ransom of Old James, one of 
the more prosperous of the local Whig merchants. The figure of 
f5000 was demanded from the inhabitants and James BAYLEY, to secure 
his release, promised to ensure that half this sum was raised. 
Such was his influence that two days after his release, f2500 
was handed ovw. This incident indicates the local influence 
which Old James had in the growing Manchester. As the town grew 
and prospered so did its merchants and although Old James died 
on 5 April 1756, in 1757 his son James was High Sheriff of 
Manchester. 

The careers of three sons df Old James reflect completely the 
character and opportunity of an age when the sons of middle class 
gentry could become established as leading clergymen or perhaps 
- and much more to their profit employees of the Honourable 
East India Company. 

Daniel, the eldest son, became the connecting link between his 
merchant father and a most notable series of successful careers 
in India which, at first sight, appear to have begun with the 
grandson of Old James. Before the death of his father, Daniel 
was sufficiently established to be able to purchase the old Hall 
of Hope in Pendletan which he rebuilt and restored - less than 
two hundred years later this Hall would be virtually lost within 
Salford, almost a city itself and a place which ENGELS would predict 
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as being doomed to a revolution. 

Samuel, born 31st December 1717. wds of Rooth Ha'l:, dnather fine 
old home which had cane down to the BAYLEYS through iiial-riage with 
the DIGGLES family. When Samuel died in 17'30 the Hall passed 
to Thomas and, after his death in 1817, the estate was eventually 
purchased for f9000 by Dr HENRY, Samuel's son-in-law. 

James, another son, born at the turn of the century, became High 
Sheriff of the County with his own son, James, born in 1740, later 
becoming Rector of St Mary's and being adopted as a Fellow of 
Brasenose College, Oxford. He died in 1808. 

We see the BAYLEY family as typically sound, successful Engiish 
stock of the 18th century - middle class gentry developing along 
separately classical channels of society. 

Old James, as the Whig Merchant setting a trend, would certainly 
have had some personal interest in the increasing trade passing 
through Manchester from far-off India. He could not have foreseen 
where such increasing interest would iead his descendants,any 
more than a similar and contemporary family in Shropshire could 
have. Events, though, were already on the move and the destiny 
of 20 many sons was already in the making. 

Robert CLIVE, establisher of the British Empire in India, was 
in Madras and not yet 21 when Old James was imprisoned. Like 
Old James, he would become a prisoner when Madras fell to the 
French the following year. In 1755 the new hero, Captain Clive, 
already the triumphant young campaigner with the victories of 
Arcot and Trichinopoly behind him, returned to India. Old James 
had lived long enough to enjoy, with the Nation, this early Sritish 
Glory and he would have been very proud that his own son, Daniel, 
had played so important a part in Robert CLIVE's childhood. 

Daniel EAYLEY is best known as Lord CLIVE's 'Uncle Bay',the popular 
understanding foster parent during Robert's very early years. 
What seems so often to be missedl howeve,r, is the strength of 
th? inter-twined family relationsnips vhlch held together the 
solid middle and upper class English stock. It was not neglect 
by his parents, as is sometimes proposed, that saw the young Robert 
being placed out with Uncle and Aunt Bay - rather it was a delib- 
erate and careful choice with a view towards a shrewdly pre-chosen 
career. 

Daniel BAYLEY was a man of some stature - a leading non-conformist 
who worshipped at Cross Street Chapel, one of Manchester's enduring 
old Churches, where it is thought that he is buried. We shall 
observe strong dual connections with this Church. Daniel was 
most active here and indeed he was one of the Trustees of the 
Chapel before he died on 14th May 1764. He was also by that time 
d Deputy Lieutenant for the County. His lu'ill included a bequest 
of 2100 for apprenticing poor protestant dissenting children, 
clearly indicating the pattern of strong faith and interest which 
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surrounded him. This handsome gift was to be put to trust as 
already established by Ann BUTTERWORTH, another name we shall 
notice later. 

It is really quite fascinating to observe that on ZDth November 
1716 another Manchester merch~ant - one Nathaniel GASKELL - died 
He also left something to Cross Street Chapel - f50 for the poor 
of the Chapel and f4 for teaching Bible Reading to children - 
a gesture 50 years prior to BAYLEY's but just as valuable. 

The GASKELL family maintained their interest in Cross Street Chapel 
and indeed the Rev. William GASKELL MA played his part as one 
of the ministers there. He died on 11th June 1811 and was buried 
not at Cross Street but at Knutsford beside his beloved wife, 
Elizabeth, who was one of the greatest female novelists of the 
time and whose stwies are today reprinted as modern classics. 
Elizabeth CLEGHORN STEVENSON married William GASKELL and became 
famous in her own risht with her vivid and poianant stories of 
her times - North ani South, Mary Barton and Wives & Daughters 
brouqht swift notorietv to Elizabeth and, with Charles DICKENS 
featiring her works as regular serials, she reached a wide audience. 
The GASKELL's Manchester home was open house to many celebrities 
of the period. 

By marrying into the GASKELL family, Elizabeth sent the wheel 
spinning again around the inter-twining of families, capping off 
the marriages of her three aunts, all daughters of Nathaniel GASKELL. 
Nathaniel's daughter, Rebecca, married Richard CLIVE - probably 
at Cross Street Chapel - and she was the mother of Robert, later 
to become so famous as the founder of the Empire in India. Lord 
CLIVE brought great riches to his family and to all around him, 
not least the BAYLEYS. Rebecca's sister, Elizabeth, married the 
man at the centre of our tale - Daniel BAYLEY - thus creating 
a natural choice of foster parents for Robert since London was 
thought no place for Richard and Rebecca to ra;se their second 
child and Richard had made an agreed plan for his son. The family 
bonds and close interests throw much light on the story of Robert 
CLIVE and on the pressures which helped to mould him progressively 
towards his destiny. His Uncle Bay was no haphazard choice. 

Daniel BAYLEY had only one child by his first wife, Elizabeth 
GASKELL. This son, Charles, was a late child of the marriage, 
born long after Robert had moved on from his boyhood home of Hope 
Hall. He is seen as a petitioner of Haileybury in 1797 when he 
was accepted as a writer to the East India Company and he had 
a most extensive career after his arrival in India in 1798, re- 
tiring on Annuity in 1836. 

Daniel BAYLEY married, secondly, Ann BUTTERWORTH and one grandson, 
William BUTTERWORTH BAYLEY, followed his brothers - arriving in 
India as a writer in 1799. He rose steadily through the service 
- perhaps relationships helped - and was Chief Secretary to the 
Government in 1819 and in 1830 was Vice President of Council and 
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Deputy Governor. Robert CLIVE had passed on but other cousins 
were well-established in the Service at this time and no doubt 
BAYLEYS and CLIVES worked together as they had done before. 

William BUTTERWORTH BAYLEY finally returned to England and in 
1840 he became Chairman of the East India Company Board. His 
father - Thomas BUTTERWORTH BAYLEY - had become one of the largest 
landowners in Lancashire and yet another star shone bright in 
the next generation as Bill's son, Sir Stuart Calvin Butterworth 
BAYLEY, achieved the knighthood which his great-great grandfather, 
Nathaniel GASKELL, and his great grandfather, Daniel BAYLEY, 
might never have dreamed about. These same two progenitors, quite 
apart from the impact of their own inter-family marriages, could 
hardly have foreseen the greatness that would come to CLIVE, Baron 
Plassey, Primus in Indus, and the debt he owed to Uncle and Aunt 
Bay. 

Sarah: the third of the GASKELL daughters, also married well, 
bringing yet another landed name into the group. She became the 
wife of Hugh, 11th Lord SEMPILL, another family with strong connec- 
tions in India. 

The family of BAYLEY from Hope in Pendleton, apart from their 
own male line of achievement provided a number of distinguished 
and notable people bath with:" and without the India service. 
The family of CLIVE would put down many famous sons but all of 
them linked back with the GASKELLS and BAYLEYS of Manchester and 
the inter-relationships, both real and spiritual, deriving from 
Cross Street Chapel. 

DATA PROTECTION ACT 

If you have a computer with data about any living individuals, 
you are affected by the Data Protection Act. The implications 
for genealogists were discussed by Mr SANDISON in the last issue 
(Vol.2 No.4 pp 85-88). His article in Personal Computer World 
(November 1985 pp. 148-149 - there is a copy in the Society of 
Genealogists' library) considers the implications for other types 
of data, such as your personal mailing lists, tax returns, records 
as a Society Secretary, and so on. We are discussing with the 
Registrar a standard entry for the registration form to cover 
genealogical activities and will describe the results in our next 
issue. Until then, familiarise yourself with the general position, 
but wait for the advice which will be forthcoming. 
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CONFERENCE REPORT 

Thames Valley Regional Conference: 9th November 1985 Mary Griffithr 

Abingdon, Oxfordshire (formerly in Berkshire) was the setting 
for the second regional conference to be held this year. on a 
wet and windy Saturday some 23 Guild members and 14 non-members 
found themselves in the delightful Guildhall for the first Thames 
Valley Conference. 

An excellent programme had been organised by Michael TEDD and 
his committee and three splendid rooms had been hired for the 
occasion, one of which contained some very interesting displays. 
The room in which the lectures were given was graced by portraits 
and chandeliers, a far cry from the village hall at Spafforth! 

Our President, Frederick FILBY, was there, together with Mrs FILBY 
and David FILBY who, once again, organised and ran an excellent 
bookstall. This had entailed a 7am start from home and we offer 
them our grateful thanks. John HEBOEN ran the Guild stall and 
I bought myself a tie, quite the in thing far ladies now! 

Michael TEDD introduced all the speakers to us. Michael OALTON 
(member 34) opened the conference with a talk which was billed 
as 'Organising One-Name Gatherings' but he broadened it out into 
how he first became interested and how he organised his Society. 
He also explained his method of 'numbering' the DALTON8 and though, 
as he said, this would not be ideal for all one-name studies, 
it provoked an excellent discussion involving many of those present 
and, by getting everyone talking, made the conference into a very 
lively affair. 

The second lecture was given by Nohlan HOLDING on 'World War I 
Army Ancestry'. He seemed to explain everything, from how the 
Army is organised to how to date a photograph of a uniformed 
soldier. I and my companions were absolutely enthralled by all 
of this, crossing, as it did for us, our two worlds of work and 
hobby. 

After an excellent buffet lunch provided by Mrs TEOD, we listened 
to Gerald GRACEY-COX (548) speak on Local History and One-Name 
Studies. This was an extremely interesting talk, involving the 
history of his cottage and the families who had lived in it, who 
had turned out to be inter-related, and the village of Kidlingtan 
in Oxfordshire, I" which the cottage is situated. Both Mr HOLDING 
and Mr GRACEY-COX had contributed to the displays. 

There were 3 short talks. Mr A.MERRINGTON (564) and Mrs G.DAVIS 
(580) spoke on their own studies of MERRINGTON and RRGENT. Mrs 
DAVIS is longing to hear from more ARGENTS so, please, where are 
you all? Mr M.E.MEREOITH then gave a brief and inforlnative talk 
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on Welsh genealogy and the National Library of Wales, of particular 
interest to me if I am ever going to attack those imillions of 
GRIFFITHS! 

Fred FILBY raised the subject of the recent proposal to close 
St Catherine's House and throughout the entire day there was much 
participation from all present. 

Michael TED0 and his committee are to be congratulated on a most 
enjoyable day. 

CONFERENCES&MEETlNGSIN1986 

22nd March : Regional Meeting : One Day Conference at TONBRIDGE 

5th April : Meeting during Weekend Conference at LOUGHBOROUGH 

> 17/18 May : Guild A.G.M. & 7th Annual Conference in LONDON 

Autumn : Regional Meeting : One Day Conference in North-West 

! Full details of these events will be circulated separately. 

Publications Received 
WHITLOCK FAMILY NEWSLETTER Vol.4 No.1 (March '85). quarto, 8pp. 
Quarterly issue of WHITLOCK Society based in British Columbia, 
by P.M.WHITLOCK, Port Coquitlam, B.C. 

-: 

The Society presently operates mainly as a 'clearing house' for 
WHITLOCK exchange although evidently subscriptions are the norm 
for participation. As with similar Newsletters, the ~gatherings 
or gleanings given lead to an increasing backlog of work and delay 
of mail which the author quite rightly stresses. It is useful 
to observe that this first issue of Vol.4 postulates the paradox 
of change from what was first thought to be one common ancestor 
emigrant, to what is now four possibles having the same name. 
Two useful pages are devoted to this theme whilst the remaining 
pages cover extract additions, information sought and, usefully, 
a first double page issue of an intended concurrent WHITLOCK marr- 
iage index taking in some 6 name variations and starting around 
1414 A.D. Peter WHITLOCK sensibly halts at any guarantee of 
complete authenticity for the admix of useful scattered events 
which are cleverly paged, aiming at a book format by loose binding 
which hopefully will cover some 10,000 events. S.W.C. 

MORRELL FAMILIES ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTERS (Dee '84 & Mar '85). 
ouarto. 20/23 DD. Ouarterlv issues of qrowinq MORRELL Society, 
Director - Ann i:PEARSON of Littleton, Colorado.- 

Some sections of these are extremely useful, in a general way, 
to many genealogists and the Newsletter is excellent in presentation 
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with wisps of small nostalgic object logos decorating the pages 
here and there. The editorship is superb though some element 
of the tendency of werseas friends to accept mostly everything 
as gospel comes over. This, however, is somewhat inevitable whilst 
information obtained remains relatively sparse and unrelated. 
The Newsletter has a useful method of continua1 paging and a list 
of Members is included. S.W.C. 

SOCIETY OF SHROPSHIRES NEWSLETTER Vol.2 No.2 (Jul '85). Quarto, 
6pp. R.E.STIVERS, Virginia, USA. 

The Treasurer's Report for the first full year is given (a pity 
all Societies do not do this automatically) showing a healthy 
balance for this new Society. There is a report of the mini- 
convention at Thistle Hill, Virginia, along with some personalia 
of Members. This well produced Newsletter treats separately of 
some numerous families of SHROPSHIRE (surname) across the USA 
etc. and reports findings and researches of distant branches of 
the clan. Still somewhat in its infancy, the publication lays 
out plans for future co-ordination of effort. Two pages might 
possibly have been better used than by displaying a rather diffi- 
cult reproduction of 'secretary' Latin which lays out just one 
SHROPSHIRE name amongst some 14 entries. S.W.C. 

CAVEMAN. CAVE SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Vol.2 No.5 (Autumn 84). A4, IOpp. 
Hugh CAVE, 10 Tinkers Lane, Sawtry, Huntingdon PE17 5TF. 

The first page indicates that the Society needs to watch the 
quality as reproduction here was poor and contrasted markedly 
with the smart front cover. The publication is most interesting 
and of much general appeal, like all Newsletters. Again, one 
sees the pile-up of mail and Societies generally do themselves 
some harm by apologising and also 'waste' quite a bit of useful 
space in personal explanations. The Society is making sorw 
interesting forays into Video 'marketing' of itself and one looks 
forward to this. A useful potted essay on the use of Arms appears 
which is very well put. One wonders how CA\IE explain the Arms 
(for fun) on the front cover. The CAVE gathering at Lutterworth 
was briefly covered and the next issue will contain a report of 
the gathering at Swinford on 1st June 1985. The Society appears 
to have about 170 members and, like all, is growing. separate 
Pedigrees of some 100 CAVES are on offer one wonders why they 
cannot just appear as part of the Newsletter, thus making space 
more appealing. Scattered unrelated events of CAVES, mainly in 
the North Midlands, are useful - Lynda and Greta seem to spend 
most of their time amwgst the CAVES. A miscellany of queries 
shows the wide distribution of the CAVE membership but some co- 
ordination would seemingly help. PRO extracts of CAVE events 
are in hand but temporarily halted. S.W.C. 

. 
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CLEAR STREAM No.5 (Aug 'B5). Newsletter of the SIIEilllELL fjlrlily 
in United Kinqdom. A4, ~PP. Produced by John STITSON. 32 Southwcll 
Road, Widey Court, Plyrnou'tll PL6 5BG. 

There is no indication of the frequency or subscription rate for 
this publication. The name Clear Stream was a puzzle until it 
was revealed on the last page that SHERRELL, in the early English 
language, meant 'Clear spring/water/well etc.'. The newsletter 
covers a wide range of topics and includes articles on records 
held, coats-of-arms, family trees, together with requests for 
information, offers of help, a photograph of a farmhouse, and 
extracts from the SHERRILL Newsletter (which appears to be a" 
Americar~ newsletter). The use of the term 'Cousin' when addressing 
Readers may not be acceptable to sow people. G.W.B. 

TRACING ANCESTORS IN SHETLAND by A.SANDISON. 3rd Edition 1985. 
A5, 48pp. f1.50 + p&p from the author, 93 Ridgmount Gardens, London 
WCIE 7AZ. 

This splendid little booklet indicates Mr SANOISON's authority 
on his subject and will be of general use and interest even to 
those just starting out. The author - Shetland descended though 
a Londoner now - outlines many home truths for the beginner and 
includes especially those words of caution which are so often 
ignored. 

The short chapter on Shetland is precisely informative whilst 
the tracing of records in Lerwick and around is useful for those 
with roots there. The London section to some degree breaks new 
ground although two facts which need to be corrected are that 
adoption records .in London start in 1927 and not as stated and 
that ~~-1837 Non-Parochial Registers are held at the PRO, Chancery 
Lane, and not at Portugal Street. 

The short conclusion, followed by the most useful appendices of 
Shetland surnames and Bibliography, completes a" excellent refer- 
ence book which has appeal to all genealogists and will be a worthy 
additicn to every Library a"d collection. S.W.C. 

A DORRELL FAMILY HISTORY by Edward Henry DORRELL. Published by 
the author in Hereford, Aug.1985. A5, 38pp & card cover. 

The book commences with a full-page line drawing of a DORRELL 
family coat-of-arms, followed by a list of over 30 variations 
of the surname and a brief survey of the principal branches of 
the family from Sessay (Yorks.) and Lillingstone (Bucks.) in the 
12th century through to the present day, mentioning a number of 
knights on the way. 

The major part of the book is a condensed history of the branch 
of the DORRELL family to which the author belongs. Descent is 
from James DORRELL (1704-86) of Rock (Worcs.) whose parents were 
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almost certainly James and Mary OORRELL who were living at Dayton, 
Worcs., around 1695. 

There is ample biographical information on each member of the 
branch and many interesting facts emerge. The narrative form 
of family tree is a little difficult to follow and the addition 
of a diagrammatic tree in future editions would set-w as an aid 
in identifying the route through the various families. Concluding 
pages are taken up with biographical information on members of 
other branches of the DORRELL family. 

As there are numerous surnarws, other than DORRELL, mentioned 
in the book a surname index would have been a useful inclusion. 

G.W.B. 

(We are most grateful to Stanley CLIVES and George BROWN for pro- 
viding these reviews. They were among those members who, as I 
mentioned in my last editorial, had offered to help by post and 
such assistance is much appreciated. Ed.) 

FURTHER LIST OF BOOKS OF USE TO THE ONE-NAME RESEARCHER 

Brian W.Christmas 

I have had the same problem as Malcolm BOYES in finding books 
which give the type of information for which a One-Name Researcher 
is looking and likewise give below a list of some publications 
which I have found useful. 

The first few are concerned with Deeds and other documents. 
Firstly, the bound series of Coleman's Sale Catalogues at the 
Society of Genealogists. The catalogues were published between 
1860 and 1906 and between 1910 and 1913, a total of 265 catalogues 
in all, although the collection is not complete. The names 
mentioned in the document abstracts have been card indexed, though 
I have my doubts regarding the series published between 1910 and 
1913. 
Secondly, The Antiquaries List of Deeds by F.MARCHAM are also 
Sale Catalogues of Deeds etc. and will also be found at the S.O.G. 
Only four catalogues were published, for the Counties of Berkshire, 
Buckinghamshire, Middleser and Surrey, and contain respectively 
abstracts of 855, 728, 3166 and 1482 documents, but only Berkshire 
is indexed. 
Thirdly, +lagraphy, Genealoey and Topography by H.R.MOULTON, 
another Sale Cataloque of Deeds etc. A seDarate index was Dub 
lished which contains over 21,000 names and', in the copy at'the 
S.O.G., it has been bound in at the front of the book. 

There are several Deeds relating to the Christmas Fanily [mentioned 
in the above publications, none of which have I been able to trace 
so far. They are probably either in private hands or have 
finished up as laapstlarlcs and &ny information as to their wherc- 
abouts would bc gratefully rcccivcd. 
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Another form of catalogue is P.FISHER's Catalogue of the Tombs 
in the Churches in the City of London. 

-.- 
mis is a particularly 

valuable book as the survey was carried out by Sergeant-Major 
FISHER in 1666, just before the Great Fire of London. In the 
reprinted edition of 1885 the entries have been continued to the 
year 1700 and there are 2700 in all, arranged in alphabetical 
order of surname. There is also a useful table of all the City 
parishes, giving details of which churches were rebuilt and which 
parishes amalgamated. 

The above book does not deal with Old St Paul's, which is covered 
by FISHER's Tombs, Monuments etc. visible in St Paul's Cathedral 
(and Saint Faith beneath it) previous to its destruction by Fire 
in 1666. The 1885 reprint has been amplified by material from 
WEEVER's Ancient Funeral Monuments, DUGDALE's History of St Paul's 
and STOW's Survey of London. The index contains about 600 names. 

Other books relating to 17th century London are: The Rulers OI 
London 1660-89 by J.R.WOODHEAD, which contains in alphabe,tical 
order the biographies of 1400 leading Citizens and brings together 
information contained in BEARAN's The Aldermen of London, Livery 
Company Records and EOYD's Citizens of London etc. London Citizens 
of 1651, edited by WHITEBROOK, lists the membership of 22 City 
Livery Companies in that year. Volume 44 in the Camden Society 
Series is entitled The Obituary of Richard Smyth and is a catalogue 
of all such oersons as he knew from 1627 to 1674. edited bv Sir 
H.ELLIS. '&ne~bran&r' SMYTH's first en&y is; An fact; his 
maternal grandfather's death in 1606 but the entries really start 
in 1627 and continue until 26th March 1675 (N.S.) when his own 
death is recorded. There are approximately 2000 entries, in date 
order and indexed. 

Most members have heard of the Diaries of Samuel Pepys and John 
Evelyn and may have consulted them during their research- 
particular the Companion to the full and unexpurgated edition 
of PEPYS's Diary, which has recently been published, but they 
may not have come across the Diary of Joseph Farington, R.A., 
published in 8 volumes in the 1920s. Joseph FARINGTON was an 
artist and leading member of the Royal Academy and his Diaries 
and Notebooks span the period from 13th July 1793 to 30th December 
1821, the day on which he accidentally died. There is a vast 
amount of anecdote, biographical detail and gossip contained in 
them, which will probably not be found elsewhere. Each volume 
is indexed. 

For those interested in more recent ancestors, there are printed 
Registers of the Naval Memorials Erected at Chatham, Plymouth 
and Portsmouth, relating to those killed at sea during World War 
I. The registers are in 3 volumes, one for each location, and 
are listed by year of death, the last volume covering the period 
from 1918 to 1921. There are over 25,000 entries which give rank, 
age, details of cause of death, names of parents or wife and rele- 
vant address, information having been furnished by the Admiralty 
and next-of-kin. 
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Another book full of interest to the One-Namer is Stemnlata Chich- 
eleana by O.BUCKLER, 
pfdigrees Of 

which was written in 1765 and contains 204 
"Founder's Kin", i.e. 

Thomas CHICHELE, 
the descendants of Archbishop 

the Founder of All Souls' College, Oxford, who 
were entitled to claim a fellowship at that college. There are 
approximately 1000 names mentioned in the index, which is almost 
matched by the Supplement to the above book, containing a further 
242 pedigrees and appearing in 1775. Some of the pedigrees have 
subsequently bee" proved incorrect and anybody interested in any 
of the pedigrees listed or the phenomenon of educational privilege 
at other Colleges or Schools should read G.D.SQUIBB's Founders' 
Kin. 
(Brian chrismas, 74 oakwood Road, Maidstone, Kent MEI6 Bnr,) 

THE AMAZING STORY OF . . . IN CANADA : A WARNING 
W.J.Hodgkinson 

Recently one of my Canadian contacts received a 'flyer' for a 
book : The Amazing Story of the HODGKINSONS in Canada - A Family 
Historv. sent bv a Sharon Tavlor. I wrote to the Secretarv of 
the O&rio Ge&logical Society for their opinion and think 
that other members, who may have received similar advertisements, 
will be interested in extracts from their reply : 

' The Society is aware of these promotions and . . . does not 
recommend purchase of the book. 

We have see" copies of the publication. In each volume there 
is some Canadian historical infc ation, addresses of a few 
wsource centres, and very gener;l genealogical information, 
much less than could be found in any standard genealogical 
reference book. There dre also names and addresses, not 
necessarily recent, which can readily be obtained from tele- 
phone directories. 

Apparently all books have the same or similar content, except 
the surname used in the title and in other appropriate places 
throughout the book. 

The Better Business Bureau advises that the publisher will 
refund purchase price minus postage and han~dling charges. 
This is good news because we have not heard from anyone who 
has bee" happy about their purchase." 

iw..7.Hodgkinson. 27 Thornron Road, Girton, Cambridge CB3 ONP) 

Correction (Vol.2 No.4 p.93) 

Mrs Thelma SMITH says that the wording of the second sentence of 
the second paragraph of her letter gives an incorrect impression 
as printed and should be 'births + male marriages - deaths - female 
marriages'. Hopefully most people interpreted the equation as 
(births + male marriages) - (deaths + female marriages), despite 
the lack of brackets, and were not too confused! 
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SECRETARY’S NOTES 

The most important development since the change of Guild officers 
at the 19R5 AGM has been the establishment of our box number 
address, by the courtesy of the S.of G., at Charterhouse Buildings 
and the establishment of a rota of Guild members who have volunt- 
eered to deal with the routine mail. 

90% of Guild mail is from people wanting basic information about 
the Guild and to know if their name is being researched. These 
enquiries are dealt with by a standard letter response, a Guild 
prospectus and a list of the conditions of membership. 

We average between 25 and 30 letters each week and the assistance 
of the rota volunteers is invaluable. No wonder Fred Filby has 
retired from dealing with this! 

The rest of the mail is a mixed bag. One is a speaker on One- 
Name Studies at a conference in Australia, others from the 
Netherlands and USA seek help with research problems and perhaps 
the most serious are those people who have written to members 
at addresses listed in the Register who either do not reply 
or who have changed their address without notifying us. Already 
this year we have taken two names out of the Register because 
the members concerned are not replying to correspondence. 

Another sowce of difficulty arises when a member dies and 
weheardof 3 this year. Inevitably, we are not notified by 
the family but only hear by a roundabout route. These always 
leave a query in the minds of your committee - what has happened 
to the products of their research? We know of one widow who 
went out and, with great glee, burned 40 years One-Name work! 
What will happen to your archives if you have a heart attack 
next week? Have you appointed a genealogical executor? 

Your Executive Committee is exploring the case for registering 
as a charity and will be advising you on the action to be taken 
under the Data Protection Act. 

Your Secretary has represented the Guild on a working party 
of representatives of record users and keepers with representat- 
ives of the Genealogical Department of the L.D.S. Church. 
This working party is exploring avenues for future co-operation 
to our mutual benefit and there will be more about this at 
the next Annual Conference. 

We have heard from the Cambridge & County Folk Museum that 
they have an inden of families in the parishes of Barkway and 
Reed in N.E.Hertfordshire and are studying migration patterns. 

Your Secretary had no idea that there there were so many sizes 
of envelopes that two sheets of A4 paper will NOT conveniently 
fold into!! Whatever happened to the P.0.P envelope? 
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HOW CAN THE GUILD BEST SERVE ITS MEMBERS7 Kenneth G.Aitken 

(This was received as a 'Letter to the Editor' but it is felt that 
it writs publication as an article in its own right). 

I am among the 'more than 70' members who live overseas. I cannot 
attend meetings and am perhaps too distant to function on the 
committee as it presently works. Therefore the Guild is at present 
manifested as a journal, and occasional communications with other 
members. I wonder, however, if you have not indeed identified 
the critical factors - i.e. GOONS are loners, usually by necessity 
(geographic or time constraints) and by the very nature of OUT 
research interest (who but myself has the slightest interest in 
HAMBROOKS?). What we might have in common are interests in sowces, 
research strategies and projects. It is not the content of our 
one-name studies but the structure and form we share in common. 

If we are loners by necessity or choice, should not our Guild 
reflect this reality in its operations, publications and activities? 
After all, the Guild is the servant of the members, and not the 
converse. So, for the 75% or so of the membership who derive 
almost all of any benefits enjoyed from belonging to the Guild 
from the Journal, perhaps the Guild should address itself to the 
task of w-thinking its mission and purposes from time to time 
to see if it serves its members or has its own way of doing things, 
leaving members to tag along if they so desire. I make this 
suggestion after having exchanged ideas with another Guild member 
who lives in the Greater London area and yet expressed similar 
disappointments to my own about what I thought the Guild could 
do. Since then I have w-thought many of my original impressions 
and reduced them to the following suggestions. 

As the journal may well be the primary benefit for most members 
perhaps the Editor might steer its direction by inviting specific 
members to write on specific topics of interest to beginners in 
launching a one-name study venture. A series of ar?icles looking 
at techniques, sources,~ record keeping etc. would be of benefit 
to the newcomer to our discipline as well as to the experienced 
hands. These might eventually be gathered into a separate publica- 
tion to become part of the new members' packet. Keeping in mind 
the idea that I am probably the only person who cares about the 
HAMBROOKS, the editor might draw up some suggestions on what types 
of articles he is seeking, and tips on how we as potential contrib- 
utors can write an article which does not focus on the content 
but on, perhaps, methodology, technique etc. those aspects which 
we share in common. Who wants another article on HAMBROOKS but 
an article on the incidence of premature first-born HAMBROOKS 
with a methodology showing how it can be replicated for TATLERs 
or SWINNERTONs has much greater appeal. Most of us are not 
experienced writers or social science researchers but, with some 
guidance, we can have fun doing both, knowing that it will be 
of interest to others. As the editor of a bi-monthly journal 
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on those aforesaid HAMBROOKS I realise the Editor's job is a thank. 
less one at best, yet I believe these steps would ease the task 
in the long run. 

The Committee should perhaps address itself to the matter of 
service to the loners, investigating ways the Guild can better 
serve those who cannot attend gatherings. For example, let us 
suppose that at a Guild Conference there was an impressive speaker 
on a particular topic but that only 15% of the membership was 
expected to attend. The committee should perhaps consider tape 
recording the speech, or printing it, so that it would be 
accessible to the others. 

It seems to me that the Guild might also serve the members by 
sponsoring co-operative research projects. In London, the poor 
GOONS who want to extract all birth, marriage OP death regis- 
trations from the index volumes at St Catherine's House must fight 
for elbow room and develop tremendous biceps hefting the weighty 
tomes! Progress is slow. Yet the LOS Genealogical Library has 
all of these microfilmed up to 1900 at least and an efficient 
reader can check a great many names on film faster than in personal 
searches in London. So, although a co-operative search to extract 
surnames, beginning A to H might be well-nigh impossible in St 
Catherine's House, it is not so difficult in a branch LDS Genealo- 
gical Library containing the microfilms of the indexes. I am 
not familiar with the holdings of LDS libraries in England but 
this might be worth looking into. For overseas members with 
British one-name studies, a natural co-operative search would 
be of the current Telephone Directories as these are rarely found 
in complete sets outside the UK. 

Finally, perhaps the Guild should look into the problem of getting 
members spread over such a wide geographic area involved in the 
work of administering the Guild in terms of identifying roles, 
tasks etc. that can be fulfilled by mail. The HAMBROOK FHS, though 
less than a year old, has 120+ members in six countries, and a 
Board of Directors that is comprised of members in four countries 
and which transacts its business by mail. It is slow, but it 
seem to be working. We meet in the 'mail box' about six times 
a year at most, and occasionally a telephone call is needed to 
speed up a task. I am not suggesting that is the route to go, 
merely that one need not meet regularly face to face with others 
you are working with in order to make the system work. Many tasks, 
once clearly written up, and the unnecessary meetings trimmed 
awaY I can be taken on by people who are seen only once or twice 
a year. 

My intent is not to criticise those who are presently devoting 
so much energy into the cause of the Guild, but in hopes that 
perhaps some new perspectives might encourage those who are 
presently involved in guiding the Guild to consider again the 
large numbers of us who cannot attend annual meetings or gatherings 
of the Guild due to distance or cost. If people cannot attend 
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the AGM or other functions, and they make up the majority of the 
membership, then their needs desperately need to be identified, 
and addressed, or they will leave, for all they gain from member- 
ship of the Guild, which they cannot get elsewhere, is the Journal. 

Dear Lt. Col. Swinnerton 

Benefits of Guild membership 

. . I was able to attend the AGM in London last May, which helped 
to make me feel more a part of the Guild. I joined the Guild 
after the Seminar here in Denver which was presented by speakers 
from the SOG . . . they were excellent and the business meeting 
reflected many of the same problems and discussions which are 
held in various genealogy societies here in the States. It is 
comforting to know that we have many of the same problems, even 
though most of them seem to be financial ones. 

It was reassuring to find others who have undertaken the study 
of one surname and have found in their research that it is not 
as uncommon as was thought at the outset. I continue to find 
variations, which made the article in Vol.1 No.12 by D.A.PALGRAVE 
very informative. Guild membership has given me the resolve to 
continue with my research when I have been tempted to abandon 
the undertaking. At the AGM, I met other members and was able 
to find help with the research in the records in England . . 

The willingness of other members to share their research techniques 
has been a great help in my research. Records in England are 
much more accessible than the same types of records here in the 
states. Our vital records are not open to the public, so I am- 
not able to extract all of my surname from the many Bureaus of 
Vital Records in each state. Many of the early town records for 
the State of Massachusetts have been published but this is only 
one of the original thirteen Colonies and thus a very small portion 
of the early records which still exist today. It may be expensive 
for you to obtain BMD certificates but at least you are able to 
obtain them. Our costs are risiilg, and the process of locating 
the event probably equals your certificate cost. We are further 
hindered by the lack of an index for our consultation as even 
these are not open to the public. . . . 

(Mrs A.L.Pearson, Morrell/Morrill Families Assn., 3312 EasC Costilla 
Avenue, Lifflefm, CO 80122, U.s.4) 

(The MORRELLIMORRILL Families Association Newsletters are reviewed 
on page 111) 
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Dear Editor 

Area(s) of origin of surname 

Do you think we could now call a halt to the subject of who pulls 
their weight in the society and return to the subject of One- 
Name studies! 

I should be very interested to know whether many members with 
rare names have managed to trace them back to a single source 
or at least a single area. From a survey of the 580 FAIRCHILD 
deaths registered in the fifty years between 1837 and 1886' I 
have established that there were family groups in Devon, Lincoln- 
shire, Cambridgeshire, Herts., Essex and, of course, London, 
so the name is fairly obviously of multiple origin. 

I have made a close study of the Devon FAIRCHILDS and suspect 
that they originated somewhere in the Barnstaple area and later 
migrated southwards towards Exeter and Plymouth. I am now 
wondering whether the Cambridgeshire, Herts. and Essex branches 
were the result of the southwards migration of members of the 
Lincolnshire family. 

I look forward to hearing whether other members have made this 
sort of study. 

Dear Colonel Swinnerton 

Instant Royals 

My research into the surname ROYALL has introduced me to two 
lines of what I call instant ROYALS, one in New Zealand and one 
in Australia, which originated in those particular countries 
and not in the U.K. 

The line referred to in New Zealand had its origin in the 1840s 
when a Maori named Tukoa was given the name of ROYAL by sailors 
who took notice of the way he dressed as a Maori Chief and gave 
him this appropriate name. 

The Australian line of 'instant' ROYALS stems from an Irishman 
from Galway named Thomas KENNY who arrived in Sydney in 1875 
and assumed the name of Fred ROYAL; he had five children all 
of whom assumed, or were given, the surname ROYAL. 

Such discoveries as these add interest to surname research but 
one hopes that there are not too many such variations. 
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Dear Sir 

Surnames as forenames 
I am a recent member of the Guild. Referring to Gordon BARLOW's 
letter (Vol.2 No.3) on the custom of giving su~nxmx within the 
family as forenames to sons (usually the mother's w-name is 
chosen), he traces this to Cornwall and mentions it as being an 
America" custom today. 

I would like to add that from time immemorial this has been the 
custom in Scotland - and given to sons and to daughters equally. 

It makes the work of a family researcher much easier especially 
as on many gravestone Memorial Inscriptions a wife is mentioned 
firstly with her maiden surname following her forename and then 
usually as 'wife of7 

A Scottish death certificate, too, is way ahead of the English 
ones - it gives the deceased person's parents' names and father's 
occupatio". A female does not relinquish her legal right to keep 
her maiden surname in use if she chooses to do so and very often 
(in small townships) family and friends will refer to her by it. 

The Icelandic system of surnames makes for fascinating study*- 
although I am sure it must be puzzling to people outside Iceland. 

Another letter from Mr BARLOW makes mention of spelling variants 
Of surnames. Perhaps this custom helps - as it did when doing 
my husband's 'tree' - insomuch as we were able to pinpoint the 
exact villages in Aberdeenshire where the variants and spellings 
(TARVES/TARVASS/TARVESS/TAWS) were rec0rded. 

(Mrs W. Tames, 35 Laburnum Drive, Milton-of-campsie, srirlingshirel 

* a complicated and fluid variation of the patronymic system. 

Dear Colonel Swinnerton 

Russell Soundex Code 

I am researching the use of the Russell Soundex Code for coding 
variations in the spelling of surnames with a particular reference 
to genealogy and family history. As Guild members are the most 
likely people to encounter spelling variations of one surname 
I would be pleased to hear from any who can provide me with a 
list of the known spelling variations they have for the name or 
names they are researching. I will then hopefully be able to 
test the theory with practical examples. 
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Dear Colonel Swinnerton 

Whitlock Family Association a 'clearing house' ofmfo. 

. . . 1 have always run the Association as a 'clearing house' of 
information about all sections of the family. Each Christmas, 
attached to my Newsletter, were lists of the 'Additions' to the 
files in the past year and copies of items of interest could be 
requested in return for airmail stamps from anywhere in the world 
(one stamp for each 4 pages ordered). The British Columbia GS 
t-uns a stamp exchange programme where I can exchange my overseas 
stamps for the 64 cents Canadian ones I need, thus saving the 
cost of expensive IRCs. 

In the past 4 years I have sent out hundreds of copies and print- 
outs all over the world and have received in return endless support 
and assistance with my WHITLOCK collection. I have always believed 
that, within reason, the more you share, the more you receive. 
Because of the numerous different parts of the family I have found 
the 'clearing house' approach to One-Name Studies has worked very 
well for me. Giving every piece of paper a number of some sort 
has also enabled me to have a terrific reference system which 
enables me to trace each bit of information to its source. . . . 

(Peter M.Whitlock, 3804 Kilarney St., Port Coguitlam, BC "3B x.5, 

(The WHITLOCK Family Newsletter is reviewed on page 111). 

Dear Editor 

Organising a One-Name Gatherinq/Publishing a Newsletter 

. . I have decided that the time has come to proceed to the publica- 
tion of a newsletter and the organisation of a gathering. Frank 
HIGENBOTTAM's early articles on family bulletins were very good 
. . . there are also useful hints in OUT Chairman's Forming a One- 
Name Group. Recently I have received extremely helpful comments 
from members . . . it occurred to me that I, and probably many other 
novices, would gain much by hearing about the experiences of other 
seasoned GOONS members on both newsletters and gatherings. 

What I would like are the simple DOS and OONT'S - however obvious 
- which would help to avoid the more elementary pitfalls. For 
example: 

WHEN is the best time oft year for a first Gathering? 

WHERE is the best venue - a major transportation centre, 
or a rural ancestral home? 

HOW LONG should it last? 
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WHAT programme of events proves popular? 

WHO do you provide for - just adults or young children as well? 

WHAT COST per head should be budgeted for? 

HOW MUCH HELP should be given with transport or finding accommo- 
dation? 

No doubt many would appreciate some "How I Did Its" in a future 
issue of the Journal. Alternatively, if members wish to write 
direct to me (postage refunded, of course), I would be prepared 
to do my bit for the GOONS by compiling a monograph on gatherings, 
based on their own experiences and, in due course, my own. 

THE DATA PROTECTION ACT - a note from the Chairman. 

Mr Sandison, so far, seems to have been dealing with the Data 
Protection Registrar in respect of individual genealogists 
holding information on computer. 

As far as societies and unincorporated clubs are concerned 
we will be exempted from registration under the Act provided 
OUT members do not object to information about them being 
held on computer. The DPR suggests that societies include 
a request in their magazines asking if any member objects 
to this practice so that we can remove his or her name from 
the record. 

we (the Guild) will amend OUT application forms to include 
this question but in the meantime we are asking you, the present 
members. Please let the Secretary know if you do. 

VARIATIONS 

To give Mr Hitchon a start and provide OUT Chairman with a long 
overdue list for his index(!) here are mine as an example:- 
SWINNERTON/SWINERTON/SWYNNERTON/SWYNERTON/SWINNINGTON/SWININGTON 
SWINNITON/SWINITON/SWINERATON/SWINNORTON/SWINARTON/SWINERVON/SWINATON/ 
S~INNET~N/SWINEST~N/SWITHERT~N/SWINNIRTON~SWINENTONS/S~~ENARTON/SWENERTON 
(all 1837 ~to present day - 5 are still in use) 
SULVERTONE (Domesday BooklSWYNAFERTON & SWYNFORTON (bothl2721/SELVERTON 
(1205)/s0uLvERToN(i2o6~~sw1NEF0~ToN (~~cI/S~NNERT~N/SWIN~UNA/SWYNART~N 
(1615-1812)/SWINHARTON (1790I/SWINN'TON (1614!/SWYN'TON II6201/SWENENTON 
(1729-34)/SWYNATON (13381ISUNNERTON (1783I/SW!NINTON (1194)/SWYNEFORTON 
(1263l/SWYNERESTON (12651/SWYNEMERTON (128B)/SWAYNARTON(1467l/SWINNATINE 
(1763l/SWYLYNGTON (1379) 

and - SEOUAOUETON ! (by Froissart 14~1 and SNITHERTON (by a computer!) 
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THE GUILD OF ONE-NAME STUDIES was formed in September 1979 
to encourage the exchange of ideas and co-operative liaison between 
the growing number of family historians who concentrate their 
research on all references to a single surname including proven 
variants. 

In the majority of cases this activity is carried on by an 
individual working alone and not as a member of a One-Name Society, 
although many such societies have been established and admitted 
to the Federation of Family History Societies as formally 
constituted organisations. 

The Aims and Objectives of the GUILD are : 

(a) To bring together those individuals and groups of 
people who are engaged in the collection of family 
data relative to all references, branches and 
occurrences of a single surname. 

(b) 

Cc) 

(d) 

To produce a Journal and hold periodic meetings for 
the exchange of information on sources and research 
techniques helpful to One-Name activity. 

To maintain and publish a REGISTER of the surnames 
being researched and, through close association with 
the Federation of Family History Societies, to secwe 
the widest possible awareness of One-Name research. 

To encourage and ensure, by a written undertaking, 
that members will deal with all reply-paid enquiries 
relative to their registered surname. 

New applicants for membership of the Guild should send a stamped 
addressed envelope to the Registrar, requesting a Registration 
form. Overseas applicants may send International Reply Coupons. 

The Registration Fee is 53.00 and the Annual Subscription, payable 
1st January, is f5.00. The subscription covers four issues of 
this Journal and two issues of Family History News and Digest. 
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